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Introduction

Flowcytometry is widely used for the assessment 
of ploidy level. The method is based on the cor-
relation between the DNA content of a nucleus and 
the fluorescence intensity of nuclei after staining 
with a DNA dye.  This method can also be used 
for detection of aneuploidy. Aneuploidy is an 
abnormal number of chromosomes in the nucleus 
which causes several genetic disorders.  There are 
only some reports that show a correlation between 
relative DNA content as measured by flowcytom-
eter and the chromosome- number (Fahleson et al, 
1988).

This poster presents data of aneuploidy analyses 
and the application of this method to analyze seed 
batches of sugarbeet (Beta vulgaris), a crop in 
which aneuploidy frequently occurs.

Materials and methods
A small piece of leaf was mixed with leaf material 
of a reference plant before sample preparation. 
Nuclei were isolated according to De Laat et 
al. (1987) and stained with the “high resolution 
DNA kit” (Partec). All measurements were done 
with a CA-II cell analyzer (Partec).  The relative 
DNA amount was calculated by comparing peak 
positions of the reference plant with the sample 
(figure 1).
To determine the correlation between relative 
DNA content and chromosome number, plants 
which the chromosome numbers were counted 
(26/27/28 and 29 chromosomes) were analyzed 
twice. 
For the aneuploidy analysis, commercially 
available seeds of one diploid and two triploid 
varieties were sown (100 each). Cotyledons of 
germinated plants were used for analysis of DNA 
content. Only germinated seeds were analyzed.

Figure 1. Histogram of a measurement of a diploid plant with 
an internal standard. The relative DNA content is calculated by 
comparing different saples with the same standard.

Table 1 Percentages of aneuploid plants

Seed Ploidy Number Number Percentage 
batch level analysed aneuploid aneuploid 
    
1 diploid 90 1 1%  
    
2 triploid 81 9 11%  
 
3 triploid 89 16 18%

Results
The largest difference observed between two 
measurements of the same plant was less than   
1,5%. Figure 2 shows the correlation between the 
measured relative DNA content and the number 
of chromosomes counted.

On the triploid level, the average expected differ-
ence between an euploid (3x) and an aneuploid 
plant (3x+1) triploid is 3,7%. Due to variation 
in chromosome length end chromatin structure, 
some variation in excitation between the different 
types of aneuploids may occur.

The measured relative DNA content of the 
diploid- and tetraploid Beta vulgaris variety is 
presented in figure 3.

Plants that differed more then 2% from the 
average excitation level were considered to be 
aneuploid. 

From the diploid seed batch only one plant was 
determined as aneuploid. While in the triploid 
varieties the amounts of aneuploids were respec-
tively 11% and 18% of the plants (table 1).  

The majority of the aneuploid plants contained an 
extra chromosome. 

The majority of the aneuploid plants contained an 
extra chromosome.

Conclusions
Aneuploidy can be detected with flowcytometry 
by isolating sample nuclei together with reference 
nuclei and by applying a stable staining protocol. 

Considerable amounts of plants, especially in 
triploid Beta vulgaris are determined as aneuploid 
and thus not further useful for breeding.
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Figure 2. The correlation between relative nuclear DNA amount and 
the chromosome number of Beta vulgaris.

Figure 3. The relative nuclear DNA amounts of (A) a diploid Beta 
vulgaris variety and (B) a triploid Beta vulgaris variety.
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